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IMMEDIATE EXTENSIONS OF VALUATION RINGS AND
ULTRAPOWERS
DORIN POPESCU
Abstract. We describe the immediate extensions of a valuation ring V which
could be embedded in some separation of a ultrapower of V with respect to a
certain ultrafilter. For such extensions holds a kind of Artin’s approximation.
Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and R˜ the ultrapower of R with respect of
a non principal ultrafilter on N. Then R¯ = R˜/ ∩n∈N mnR˜ is a Noetherian complete
local ring which is flat over R (see [9, Proposition 2.9], or [12, Theorem 2.5]). Here
we try to find an analogue result in the frame of valuation rings.
Let V be a valuation ring with value group Γ containing its residue field k, K its
fraction field and V˜ = ΠUV the ultrapower of V with respect to an ultrafilter U on
a set U (see [4], [2]). Then
V¯ = V˜ / ∩z∈V,z 6=0 zV˜
is a valuation ring extending V , a kind of separation of V˜ . Indeed, q = ∩z∈V,z 6=0zV˜
is a prime ideal because if x1x2 ∈ q for some xi ∈ V˜ then val(x1x2) ≥ γ for all γ ∈ Γ
and so one of val(xi) i = 1, 2 must be bigger than all γ ∈ Γ, that is one of xi belongs
to q.
The goal of this paper is to describe the valuation subrings of V¯ (given for some
special ultrafilters), which are immediate extensions of V . When the characteristic
of the residue field of V is zero then V has an unique maximal immediate extension
(see [5]) which is contained in V¯ (see Remark 10). If the characteristic of V is > 0
then there exist some immediate extensions which cannot be embedded in V¯ (see
Remark 11).
An inclusion V ⊂ V ′ of valuation rings is an immediate extension if it is local as
a map of local rings and induces isomorphisms between the value groups and the
residue fields of V and V ′. V has some maximal immediate extensions (see [5]).
If the characteristic of the residue field of V is zero then there exists an unique
maximal immediate extension of V .
Let ω be a fixed limit ordinal and v = {vi}i<ω a sequence of elements in V indexed
by the ordinals i less than ω. Then v is pseudo convergent if
val(vi − vi′′) < val(vi′ − vi′′) (that is, val(vi − vi′) < val(vi′ − vi′′)) for i < i′ <
i′′ < ω (see [5], [15]). A pseudo limit of v is an element v ∈ V with
val(v− vi) < val(v− vi′) (that is, val(v− vi) = val(vi− vi′)) for i < i′ < ω. We
say that v is
(1) algebraic if some f ∈ V [T ] satisfies val(f(vi)) < val(f(vi′)) for large enough
i < i′ < ω;
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(2) transcendental if each f ∈ V [T ] satisfies val(f(vi)) = val(f(vi′)) for large
enough i < i′ < ω.
We need [13, Proposition A.6], which is obtained using [4, Theorem 6.1.4] and
says in particular the following:
Proposition 1. Let V be a valuation ring with value group Γ and τ = card Γ.
Then there exists an ultrafilter U on a set U with card U = τ such that any system
of polynomial equations (gi((Xj)j∈J)i∈I with card I ≤ τ in variables (Xj)j∈J with
coefficients in the ultrapower V˜ = ΠUV has a solution in V˜ if and only if all its
finite subsystems have.
Lemma 2. Let ω be an ordinal with card ω ≤ card Γ ≤ card U . Then any pseudo
convergent sequence v¯ = (v¯i)i<ω over V has a pseudo limit in V¯ .
Proof. Let S be the system of polynomial equations over V¯
Si := X − v¯i − Yi(v¯i+1 − v¯i); YiY
′
i − 1, i < ω.
For each γ ∈ Γ+ choose an element zγ ∈ V and lift v¯i to some elements v˜i ∈ V˜ . Let
S ′ be the system of polynomial equations
S ′iγ := X − v˜i − Yi(v˜i+1 − v˜i)− zγZγ;
YiY
′
i − 1, for i < ω, γ ∈ Γ+,
and some variables X, Yi, Y ′i , Zγ.
Then S ′ has a solution in V˜ if and only if S has a solution in V¯ which happens
if and only if (v˜i)i<ω has a pseudo limit in V˜ . Note that the cardinal of the system
S ′ is ≤ card Γ. By the above proposition, S ′ has solutions in V˜ if and only if every
finite subsystem T of S ′ has a solution in V˜ . We may enlarge T such that it has
the form
(S ′iγ)i=i1,...,ie;γ=γ1,...,γe
for some i1 < . . . < ie < ω and γ1, . . . , γe ∈ Γ+ . But then x = v˜ie+1 induces a
solution of T in V˜ because
val(vˆie+1 − vˆij ) = val(vˆij+1 − vˆij )
for 1 ≤ j ≤ e and so there exist some units yj ∈ V˜ such that
v˜ie+1 − v˜ij − yj(v˜ij+1 − v˜ij ) ∈ ∩z∈V,z 6=0zV˜ ,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ e. Thus (v¯i)i<ω has a pseudo limit x in V¯ . 
Remark 3. Let K be the fraction field of V . If v above is transcendental then
val(z) ∈ Γ and even the extension K ⊂ K(z) is immediate (see [5, Theorem 2]). If
v is algebraic then val(z) could be in Γ˜ \ Γ, Γ˜ being the ultrapower of Γ, that is the
value group of V˜ .
Lemma 4. Assume that card Γ ≤ card U . Then the extension V ⊂ V¯ factors
through the completion of V .
Proof. Note that V¯ is separate because ∩z∈V,z 6=0zV¯ = 0. By the above lemma any
fundamental sequence over V has a limit in V¯ . 
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Lemma 5. Let V,Γ,U , U, V˜ , V¯ be as above, a an element of V with val(a) > 0 and B
a finitely presented V -algebra. Assume that V is Henselian. Then any V -morphism
B → V¯ could be lifted modulo aV¯ to a V -morphism B → V˜ .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of [9, Corollary 2.7] (see also [3]). Let
B ∼= V [Y ]/(f), Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn), f = (f1, . . . , fm) and w¯ : B → V¯ given by
Y → y¯ ∈ Vˆ n, let us say that y¯ is induced by y˜ = [(yu)u∈U ] ∈ V˜ . Set γ = val(a). By
[7, Theorem 1.2] there exists a positive integer N and λ ∈ Γ+ such that if z ∈ V and
val(f(z)) ≥ Nγ+λ then there exists z′ ∈ V such that f(z′) = 0 and val(z− z′) ≥ γ.
By construction we have in particular val(f((yu)) ≥ Nγ + λ for all u from a set
δ ∈ U . So there exists y′u ∈ V such that f(y
′
u) = 0 and val(yu − y
′
u) > γ. Define
y′t = 0 if t 6∈ δ and let y˜
′ = [(y′u)u ∈ V˜ ]. Then f(y˜
′) = 0 in V˜ and the V -morphism
B → V˜ given by Y → y˜′ lifts w¯ modulo aVˆ . 
Lemma 6. Let V,Γ,U , U, V˜ , V¯ be as above and V ′ ⊂ V¯ a valuation subring, which
is an immediate extension of V . Then any algebraic pseudo convergent sequence of
V which has a pseudo limit in V ′ has one also in V .
Proof. Let (vj)j<ω be an algebraic pseudo convergent sequence of V which has a
pseudo limit x in V ′. Let h ∈ V [X ] be a polynomial of minimal degree among the
polynomials f ∈ V [Y ] such that val(f(vi)) < val(f(vj)) for large i < j < ω. By [11,
Proposition 6.5] and the proof of [11, Theorem 6.6] we see that an element z ∈ V
such that val(h(i)(z)) = val(h(i)(x)), where h(i) = ∂ih/∂X i, 0 ≤ i ≤ deg h with
h(i) 6= 0 is another pseudo limit of (vj)j<ω.
Let di ∈ V such that val(di) = val(h(i)(x)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ deg h with h(i) 6= 0, let
us say h(i)(x) = diti for some invertible ti ∈ V ′, and g the system of equations
h(i)(Z) − diUi, UiU ′i − 1. If z, (ui)i is a solution of g in V then z is a pseudo limit
of (vj)j<ω. But the map B := V [Z, (Ui)i]/(g) → V¯ given by (Z, (Ui), (U ′i)) →
(x, (ti), (t
−1
i )) could be lifted by Lemma 5 to a map B → V˜ , that is g has a solution
in V˜ and so in V as well. This ends the proof. 
Remark 7. If V ′ is a filtered direct limit of smooth V -algebras we get as above
that any algebraic pseudo convergent sequence of V which has a pseudo limit in V ′
has also one in V . Indeed, let x, (vj)j<ω, h, (di), (ti), g as above. Then the solution
(x, (ti), (t
−1
i )) of g in V
′ comes from a solution of g in a smooth V -algebra C. But
there exists a V -morphism ρ from C to the completion Vˆ of V . Thus we get a
solution of g in Vˆ via ρ, so (vj)j<ω has a pseudo limit in Vˆ and it follows a pseudo
limit in V .
Lemma 8. Let V,Γ,U , U, V˜ , V¯ be as above and V ′′ ⊂ V ′ ⊂ V¯ some valuation
subrings such that V ⊂ V ′′, V ′′ ⊂ V ′ are immediate extensions. Then any algebraic
pseudo convergent sequence of V ′′ which has a pseudo limit in V ′ has one also in
V ′′.
Proof. Let V¯ ′′ be given from V as V¯ from V and (vj)j an algebraic pseudo convergent
sequence over V ′′ which has a pseudo limit in V ′ ⊂ V¯ ⊂ V¯ ′′. By Lemma 6 applied
to V ′′ it has one in V ′′. 
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Theorem 9. Let V ⊂ V ′ be an immediate extension of valuation rings and Γ,U , U, V˜ ,
V¯ as above. Assume that card U ≥card Γ The following statements are equivalents:
(1) V ′ is a filtered direct limit of smooth V -algebras,
(2) for any valuation subring V ′′ ⊂ V ′ such that V ⊂ V ′′ and V ′′ ⊂ V ′ are
immediate extensions any algebraic pseudo convergent sequence of V ′′ which
is not fundamental and has a pseudo limit in V ′ has one also in V ′′,
(3) the extension V ⊂ V¯ factors through V ′.
Proof. Using Lemmas 6, 8 and Remark 7 we see that (2) holds if (3) or (1) holds.
Assume that (2) holds. Then (1) holds as in the proof of [13, Proposition 18] using
[13, Lemma 15]. Let V ′′ ⊂ V ′ be a valuation subring such that V ⊂ V ′′ and V ′′ ⊂ V ′
are immediate and K ′′ its fraction field. Applying Zorn’s Lemma we may suppose
that V ′′ is maximal for inclusion among those immediate extensions W ⊂ V ′ of V
such that V ⊂ V¯ factors through W . Assume that V ′′ 6= V ′. Let x ∈ V ′ \ V ′′ and
v = (vj)j<ω be a pseudo convergent sequence over V ′′ having x as a pseudo limit
but with no pseudo limit in V ′′ (see [5, Theorem 1]). Then v is either fundamental
or transcendental by (2). If v is transcendental then K ′′ ⊂ K ′′(x) is the extension
constructed in [5, Theorem 2] for v. By Lemma 2 we see that v has a pseudo limit
z in V¯ .
Then the unicity given by [5, Theorem 2] shows that K ′′(x) ∼= K ′′(z) and so the
extension V ′′ ⊂ V¯ factors through V1 = V ′ ∩ K ′′(x). If v is fundamental then the
extension V ′′ ⊂ V¯ factors through V1 = V ′ ∩K(x) by Lemma 4. These contradict
the maximality of V ′′ by inclusion, that is V ′′ must be V ′. 
Remark 10. If the characteristic of the residue field of V is zero then the equivalent
statements of Theorem 9 hold always by Ostrowski’s Defektsatz [8, Sect 9, No 55]
(see also [10, Corollary 4.2] and [13, Lemma 16]). In this case there exists an
unique valuation subring Vˆ of V¯ , which is an immediate extension of V maximal
by inclusion. Moreover Vˆ is the unique maximal valuation ring extension of V (see
[5]).
Remark 11. If V ⊂ V ′ is the valuation ring extension given in [11, Example 3.13]
then V ′ is not a filtered direct limit of smooth V -algebras (see [11, Remark 6.10])
and so cannot be embedded in V¯ by Theorem 9.
The following corollary is a kind of Artin approximation (see [1], [12]) in the frame
of valuation rings. Its statement extends the idea of [6, Corollary 8, Theorem 11]
and [14, Theorem 14] replacing the order by the valuation.
Corollary 12. Let V ⊂ V ′ be the an immediate extension such that for any valu-
ation subring V ′′ ⊂ V ′ such that V ⊂ V ′′ and V ′′ ⊂ V ′ are immediate extensions
any algebraic pseudo convergent sequence of V ′′ which has a pseudo limit in V ′
has one also in V ′′. Let f be a finite system of polynomials equations from V [Y ],
Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn), which has a solution in V ′. Assume that V is Henselian. Then f
has a solution in V . Moreover, if y′ = (y′1, . . . , y
′
n) is a solution of f in V
′ then there
exists a solution y = (y1, . . . , yn) of f in V such that val(yi) = val(y′i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Proof. Let y′ be a solution of f in V ′, B = V [Y ]/(f) and w : B → V ′ be the map
given by Y → y′. Let Γ,U , U, V˜ , V¯ be as in Theorem 9. Then the extension V ⊂ V¯
factors through V ′ and w¯ the composite map B w−→ V ′ → V¯ could be lifted to a map
w˜ : B → V˜ by Lemma 5. Thus f has in V˜ the solution w˜(Y ) and so it has also a
solution in V .
Now, let a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ V n be such that val(ai) = val(y′i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then there exists an unit z′i ∈ V
′ such that y′i = aiz
′
i and the system g obtained by
adding to f the equations Yi − aiZi, ZiTi − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n has in V ′ the solution y′,
z′ = (z′1, . . . , z
′
n), t
′ = (t′1, . . . , t
′
n), the last ones are given by the inverses of (z
′
i). So
g has a solution y, z, t in V and it follows that val(yi) = val(y′i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 
Remark 13. Another proof of the above corollary could be done using Theorem 9
(1).
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